John Isaac Plummer,
Colonel Tomline’s Astronomer
Part 2
1.1 Plummer’s Astronomical Work And Publications
Plummer’s publications amounted in total to 68 papers and short communications on
astronomy, one textbook on the subject, a letter to Nature on araucaria cones and a
pamphlet on typhoons. The main methods employed in identifying Plummer’s
publications were as follows:
 Mike Barriskill & Charles Radley undertook a manual search of the RAS Library in
1979; Roy Gooding did so again in the 1980s and Paul Whiting did so in 2003.
 At the request of Ken Goward [2005a], Professor P Kevin MacKeown of Hong
Kong University revised a draft list of Plummer’s publications.
 At the request of Ken Goward, Leung Ming Wo of the Hong Kong Observatory
undertook a search of files in the Hong Kong Public Records Office.
 The author of the present document identified publications by Plummer using the
NASA/Smithsonian ADS1 digital library for physics and astronomy, the British
Lending Library electronic catalogue, the Google Internet search engine and in
references within other documents.
For the convenience of modern readers, the text below details times and dates of
observations by Plummer and his contemporaries in modern form, rather than in the
original reported form. Nineteenth century astronomers reported times of observation in
Greenwich Mean Astronomical Time (GMAT), which is Greenwich Mean Time counted
from midday – it has the advantage for astronomical purposes of not involving a change of
date in the middle of the night (see e.g. [1979a]). Modern astronomers do not use GMAT,
therefore below all observation times originally reported in GMAT are converted to GMT
using the formula
GMT = GMAT + 12h.
Note that this conversion advances some dates by one day. For example the epoch of
occultation disappearance of c Leonis reported by Plummer [1869c] as 13h 54m 23.9s
(GMAT) on 16 Dec 1867 becomes 01h 54m 23.9s (GMT) on 17 Dec 1867 (see Appendix
5.1).
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To facilitate comparison of observed event times reported in Plummer’s era with modern
estimates of event times, GMT is equated with UT. This approach is not rigorously exact,
however, given the inevitable problems with establishing an accurate timing reference for
observations made in Plummer’s era, it is as accurate as can reasonably be achieved.
Plummer and his contemporaries used imperial units in their publications. Below, except
in quotations from papers of Plummer’s era, quantities are expressed primarily in SI2 units
with imperial equivalents given parenthetically – to prevent spurious numbers of
significant digits a degree of approximation is accepted in converting between units as
appropriate.
In reviewing Plummer’s work, it is instructive in some cases to compare his description of
a phenomenon with a modern calculation of the circumstances of the phenomenon.
Appendix 19 describes the reference material used in the modern calculations.
Table 2, compiled from Plummer’s published papers, summarises his astronomical work
and publications.
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Year Location
1866 Glasgow

Observations
Leonids

1867 Glasgow
Durham
1868 Durham

1869 Durham

Lunar
occultations
Transit of
Mercury, 05
November 1868.
Minor planets.
Comet Winnecke
(C/1868 L1).
Lunar
occultations.
Minor planets.
Comet Winnecke
(C/1868 L1).
Spectroscopy of
an Aurora
Borealis.

Publications
None known

Observations of
Leonids 1866 [1867b]
None known
Observations of
transit of Mercury, 05
November 1868
[1868a]

Observations of:
 Minor planets
[1869b].
 Comet Winnecke
(C/1868 L1)
[1869b].
 Lunar occultations
[1869c].
 Spectroscopy of an
aurora borealis
[1869e].
Estimating local
circumstances of an
occultation [1869f].
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Notes
Thirty-three years
earlier, the 1833
Leonids had provided
possibly the most
spectacular meteor
display on record. As a
result of the 1833
Leonids, astronomers
observed the 1866
Leonids keenly, hoping
for a repeat
performance!

Year Location
1870 Durham

1871 Durham

1872 Durham

1873 Durham

Observations
Minor planets.
Comet II 1870,
Coggia’s
(C/1870 Q1).
Minor planets

Estimates of the
diameter of
Venus.
Henry’s Comet
(C/1873 Q2).

Publications
Notes
Observations of
minor planets [1870a]

Observations of:
 Comet II 1870,
Coggia’s (C/1870
Q1) [1871a].
 Minor planets
[1871b].
Observations of
minor planets [1872a]
Textbook on
astronomy [1873a].
Projection of stars on
the lunar limb during
occultations [1873c,
1873e].
Discussion of
estimating the figure
& diameter of Venus
during the transit in
1874 [1873g].
Estimates of the
diameter of Venus
[1873h].
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Year Location
Observations
1874 Orwell Park Aurora.
Zodiacal light.
Comets.

Publications
Correspondence
regarding a so called
meteor cloud [1874b].
Observations of:
 Henry’s Comet
(C/1873 Q2)
[1874c].
 Zodiacal light
[1874d].

1875 Orwell Park Encke’s Comet.
Observations to
determine the
longitude of
Orwell Park.
Stars with
supposedly
irregular proper
motions.

Observations of
comets [1875a].
Personal equation of
the observer [1875c].
Review of the nebular
hypothesis [1875d].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1874
[1875e].
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Notes
Plummer was
appointed to Orwell
Park Observatory in
June 1874. The chief
duty of the
Observatory was to be
observation of comets.
Plummer noted that the
observatory was fully
equipped and for the
most part in working
order. Regarding the
equatorial refractor, he
noted that: The form of
mounting renders this
instrument one of the
most easily worked of
its size yet erected.
He also indicated that
Orwell Park was to be
furnished with
spectroscopic
appliances [1874d]
although in fact it
appears that the
equipment was not
provided, as Plummer
published no papers on
spectroscopic
observations while at
Orwell Park.

Year Location
Observations
1876 Orwell Park Brilliant meteor.
Brightness of
Venus.
Conjunction of
Venus and
Lambda
Geminorum.
Completion of
observations to
determine the
longitude of
Orwell Park.
Transit
observations of
stars with
suspected
irregular proper
motions.
Transit of
Mercury, 06 May
1878.
1877 Orwell Park Photometry of
the lunar eclipse,
23 August 1877.
Comets.

Publications
Observations of:
 Brilliant meteor
[1876a].
 Brightness of
Venus [1876f].
Critique of the
accuracy of
contemporary star
catalogues [1876b].
Proposals for new
nomenclature for
minor planets & stars
[1876c].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1875
[1876d].

Notes
Plummer was elected a
Fellow of the RAS.
Prior to this date,
Plummer arranged for
colleagues, already
members of the RAS,
to communicate his
work to the Society.
Once Plummer became
a member of the
Society he contributed
his papers under his
own name.

Observations of:
 Conjunction of
Venus and
Lambda
Geminorum
[1877a].
 Photometry of the
lunar eclipse, 23
August 1877
[1877e].
Distribution of the
fixed stars [1877d,
1877g].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1876
[1877b].

Plummer [1878c]
complained that the
want of astronomical
literature, and
particularly of star
catalogues, is found to
be a great drawback…
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Year Location
Observations
1878 Orwell Park Comets.
Transit
observations for
determination of
the longitude of
the Observatory.
Transit of
Mercury, 06 May
1878.

Publications
Age of the Sun in
relation to evolution
[1878b].
Supposed influence of
Orwell Park
Observatory
equatorial pillar on
errors of the transit
instrument [1878d].
Observations of
transit of Mercury, 06
May 1878 [1878e].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1877
[1878c].

1879 Orwell Park Comets

Observations of:
 Comets [1879a].
 Projection of
Mercury on the
Sun’s corona
during the transit,
06 May 1878
[1879c].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1878
[1879b].
Observations of
comets [1880a,
1880c].
Composition of
meteorites [1880d].
Height of the aurora
[1880e].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1879
[1880b].

1880 Orwell Park Comets.
Eclipse of the
Sun, 31
December 1880.
Lunar
occultations.
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Notes
Poor weather enabled
Plummer to
concentrate on
reducing results of
previous observations.
The declination axis of
the equatorial refractor
jammed. Mr Simms (of
Troughton & Simms)
dismounted the
telescope and removed
rust from the bearings.
Completed
determination of the
longitude of the
Observatory [1879b].

Year Location
Observations
1881 Orwell Park Comets.
Conjunction of
comet 1881b
(C/1881 K1) with
a star.

Publications
Conjunction of comet
1881b (C/1881 K1)
with a star [1881b].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1880
[1881c].

1882 Orwell Park Comets.
/ Bermuda
Transit of Venus,
06 December
1882. (Plummer
observed as a
member of the
ROG expedition
to Bermuda).
1883 Orwell Park Comets
1884 Orwell Park Comets.
Weather
conditions
prevented
observation of
occultations
during the lunar
eclipse 04
October 1884.
1885 Orwell Park Comets

Observations of
comets [1882a,
1882c, 1882d].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1881
[1882b].

None known
Observations of
comets [1884b,
1884c].
Annual report to the
RAS covering 1882
& 1883 [1884a].

Observations of
comets [1885b].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1884
[1885a].
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Notes
Plummer [1882b]
complained in 1881
that many of his
positional estimates
depended on old
catalogue places of
stars. He expressed
serious disenchantment
with the Orwell Park
Observatory transit
instrument as follows:
…the Observatory not
being furnished with a
meridian instrument
suitable for the
observation of the
comparison stars.

Year Location
Observations
1886 Orwell Park Comets

1887 Orwell Park Comets

1888 Orwell Park Comets.
Cloud prevented
observation of
occultations
during the lunar
eclipse 28
January 1888.
1889 Orwell Park Comets

Publications
Observations of
comets [1886a,
1886b].
Observations of
comets [1887b].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1886
[1887a].
Observations of
comets [1888b,
1888d].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1887
[1888a].

Notes
An illness during 1886
interrupted Plummer’s
observations.

Observations of
comets [1889b,
1889d].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1888
[1889a].

Mechanical failure
again hampered
Plummer’s
observations during
1889 [1890a]. While
searching for Barnard’s
Comet (1889 II) on 01
July 1890, the
declination axis of the
equatorial refractor
jammed. On 19
August, Mr Simms (of
Troughton & Simms)
reground the axis and
restored correct
operation.
Colonel Tomline died
on 25 August 1889
after an illness of eight
months. In his final
months, Tomline had
recognised that his
successor was unlikely
to retain an operating
observatory, and
therefore had taken
steps to close Orwell
Park Observatory.
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Year Location

Observations

Publications

1890 Orwell Park Comets
and 8
Constitution
Hill,
Ipswich

Observations of
comets [1890b].
Stellar distance scale
[1890d].
Annual report to the
RAS for 1889
[1890a].

1891 Hong Kong Transit
Observatory observations to
1911
determine stellar
positions

Plummer contributed
to the Hong Kong
Star Catalogue (epoch
1900.0) and
associated
publications [1900a,
1902a, 1905a, 1907a].

Notes
Following Tomline’s
death, Plummer found
himself with only a
very limited time
within which to
undertake further
observations and to
complete the reduction
and publication of all
outstanding
observations.
Plummer left Orwell
Park in summer 1890
and moved to 8
Constitution Hill,
Ipswich. Once he had
moved to Ipswich, he
completed reduction of
the outstanding
cometary observations
and on 10 November
1890 drafted his final
observing report
[1890b] on work
undertaken at Orwell
Park Observatory.
Plummer published his
last astronomical paper
[1890d] on 04
December 1890.

Table 1. Overview of Plummer’s astronomical work and publications.
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1.2 Plummer’s Ability As An Astronomer
Plummer’s publications shed light on his ability as an astronomer. During his time at
Glasgow, Durham and Orwell Park Observatories he published 68 papers and short
communications on astronomy and one textbook on the science. His publications covered
a wide variety of astronomical topics, both theoretical and practical. During the early part
of his astronomical career, at Glasgow and Durham Observatories, he engaged with some
of the leading people and ideas of the age in astronomy. He was one of the first
astronomers to observe the spectrum of an aurora.
All of Plummer’s publications except one were well-written, clear and concise, a style
exemplified by his textbook [1873a]. The one exception [1876b] was his first report into
the quality of positional data in the BAC (British Association Catalogue) of stars, in which
he conspicuously failed to explain clearly the methodology that he used to compare stellar
positional data in two catalogues.
The majority of Plummer’s publications, particularly those dealing with straightforward
observations, describing the standard theories of the day, or providing relatively
straightforward analyses of data are satisfactory and are comparable with the equivalent
publications of his contemporaries.
However, much of Plummer’s work as an astronomer was concerned with the reduction
and analysis of data, and it is in this area that some of his publications displayed serious
problems. His observing reports generally contain sufficient explanation and tabulation of
data to facilitate a thorough reworking and checking of his data reduction using modern
values for astronomical constants and a modern ephemeris for the position of celestial
bodies. Checking Plummer’s work in this way reveals that his data reductions were very
variable in quality. Of course he worked in an era without the computational aids that we
take for granted nowadays, and had to undertake all data reduction by hand, without an
assistant. In order to reduce the computational burden, he sometimes utilised approximate
calculations. Unfortunately, some of his publications involving complex observations or
data reduction betray serious mistakes in technique, numerical errors in analysis and
excess numerical approximations (e.g. [1876f]).
Although some of Plummer’s hypotheses and ideas appear speculative from a modern
standpoint, they were not generally out of step with the thinking of his era. However, in
some of his publications he betrayed a tendency to propose explanations uncritically and
without adequate investigation.
Unfortunately, in a few instances, Plummer’s publications are not consistent one with
another, and it seems that in preparing some material for publication he simply did not
refresh his memory of his own previous publications or observing notes on the subject in
question.
When Plummer began work at Orwell Park Observatory he stated [1875e] that the primary
aim of the facility was to be the observation of comets. He was very successful in this aim,
publishing observations and attempted observations of 49 comets while at the
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Observatory. However, in other areas of astronomy he appears not to have had a clear
programme of activity or set of goals. Perhaps as a result of this he started several lines of
enquiry which he did not bring to a satisfactory conclusion.
The main difficulties with Plummer’s publications are summarised below. Note that this
summary is not intended to detract from the huge amount of excellent astronomical work
that Plummer undertook – however it does help to provide a rounded view of his
astronomical career and abilities.
1. Observations of Venus and its factor of irradiation
Plummer demonstrated an interest in Venus throughout his astronomical career. He
expended much effort in estimating the effect of irradiation on the apparent diameter
of the planet. Irradiation [1970a] is a phenomenon whereby a bright object, e.g. a
planet or the lunar limb, tends to encroach upon a dark background to an extent that is
proportional to the difference in intensity. It is a physiological effect caused by the
spreading of excitation from the retinal area stimulated by the brighter object. As a
result, a planetary disk can appear larger in the eyepiece than it does photographically.
Unfortunately, Plummer’s publications of observations of Venus provide evidence of
several lapses.
In March – June 1868, Plummer [1873g] undertook observations of the apparent
diameter of Venus and obtained an estimate of irradiation very much larger than that of
Main [1856b], who had based his estimate on a very large number of observations
made at the ROG during an 11 year period. As a consequence, Plummer did not publish
his results and in 1873 he repeated his observations with greater care and precaution.
In 1873, he published [1873h] the culmination of his efforts to estimate the apparent
diameter of Venus and the effect of irradiation. He hoped to eliminate the possible
effect of temperature on irradiation by making his observations during the period of the
year when temperature was generally increasing with Venus attaining its maximum
apparent diameter approximately at the middle of the period. Plummer recorded the
ambient temperature at the time of each of his observations and concluded that his data
indicated that there was no significant effect of temperature on irradiation –
unfortunately, Plummer’s conclusion was not justified, as he made no attempt to
identify any possible interaction between the two quantities. (In fact, a more rigorous
modern analysis of Plummer’s observational data does validate his conclusion that
there was no significant effect of temperature on irradiation.) Plummer also gave some
anecdotal evidence to justify his belief that irradiation depended on atmospheric
transparency; however, this was far from compelling and it is not at all clear why he
did not attempt a more rigorous investigation, for example by estimating the
transparency of the atmosphere on a quantitative basis and using a regression model to
estimate how well it predicted the irradiation.
In 1877 Plummer [1877a] published an analysis of observations of a close passage of
Venus to the star Lambda Geminorum on 18 August 1876. Although poor sky
conditions spoiled Plummer’s observations, he analysed his data to provide an estimate
of the irradiation of Venus and its variability over short timescales. In performing the
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data reduction, Plummer normalised the estimates of irradiation about a value which
was presumably intended to be the mean value of irradiation during the period in
question. However, in calculating the mean value, Plummer did not take proper account
of the sign (+ or -) of some of the estimates of irradiation. The net result of this was to
provide a false baseline for the subsequent data analysis; however, as Plummer was
interested primarily in the variability of irradiation, rather than its absolute value, the
apparent mistake did not vitiate his conclusions.
The three papers provided the following estimates of the irradiation of Venus:
[1873g]

An unsatisfactorily large value which prevented publication of results.

[1873h]

Point estimate: -0".546. Suspicion that atmospheric transparency
affected irradiation.

[1877a]

Average value: -0".412. Considerable variability (range -1".61 to
+0".64) around the average, determined by the brightness of the sky and
cloud cover.

Plummer did not bring his studies of the irradiation of Venus to a satisfactory
conclusion, or provide a reconciliation of his various estimates of irradiation. Appendix
8.2 provides more details.
2. Brightness of Venus
In 1876, Plummer [1876f] constructed a simple photometer and used it to estimate the
magnitude of Venus, and the relative brightness of Venus at greatest brilliance to that
of the mean Full Moon. Unfortunately, Plummer’s data reduction was badly flawed.
His tabulation of the raw observational data indicated a very significant random
variation in his measurements which propagated through the subsequent analysis to
vitiate the conclusions. Plummer compounded this problem by several straightforward
errors in his data reduction: inconsistent corrections for atmospheric extinction;
confusion over readings from the photometer (mistaking estimates of intensity for their
reciprocal values); and excessive numerical approximation. The net effect of these
problems was to invalidate Plummer’s conclusions. Appendix 8.3 provides more
details.
3. Lack of reference to previous observations or reports
Plummer suffered three serious lapses in which he appeared to prepare papers without
relating them to his earlier publications or observing reports on the same subjects:
a) He reported observations of the transits of Mercury on 05 November 1868 and 06
May 1878. To observers in the UK, the 1868 transit began before the Sun rose over
the UK, and only the last hour and a half of the event was visible. In 1878, the
situation was reversed, and from the UK only the ingress phase of the transit was
visible. In his report of the 1878 transit, Plummer [1878e] noted that at 2nd contact,
the limb of Mercury appeared to disengage more rapidly from the solar limb than
anticipated. He stated that he remembered the same effect during the 1868 transit –
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clearly this was a case of his memory playing tricks! Appendix 2 provides further
details.
b) He gave significantly different accounts of his observation of the occultation
disappearance of Gamma Tauri on 28 March 1868 [1869c, 1873c]. In the earlier
paper he reported that the star appeared attached to the limb of the Moon for at least
five seconds before it disappeared (this was an example of the phenomenon of
projection on the limb) whereas in the later paper he stated that the star appeared
inside the lunar disk by a “considerable distance”. In the later paper he also referred
to the star incorrectly as Zeta Tauri! Appendix 5.3 provides further details. See
immediately below for further difficulties in relation to the supposed phenomenon
of projection upon the limb.
c) He undertook observations of Palisa’s Comet (1879 V) during the period 10
September – 15 October 1879. In his first paper [1880c] on his observations, he
commented on a peculiarity in the brightness of the comet near perihelion. He
expressed confidence that the peculiarity was real as sky conditions at the time of
his observations were most satisfactory. However, in his second and final observing
report on the comet [1882a] he noted that his observations near the time of
perihelion had been hampered by moonlight, haze and the low altitude of the comet.
No other astronomer appears to have noted the peculiarity reported by Plummer,
and it was most likely an artefact of the poor sky conditions. Appendix 4 provides
more details.
4. Projection on the limb during lunar occultations
Nineteenth century astronomers reported the phenomenon of projection on the limb (or
hanging on the limb, or attached to the limb) when a star about to be occulted by the
Moon appeared to hang (or be projected upon) the lunar limb for a few seconds before
disappearing. Occasionally astronomers reported the analogous phenomenon at a
reappearance event.
Plummer [1869c] reported an observation of the occultation disappearance of Gamma
Tauri on 28 March 1868 (mentioned above). He described the star as being attached to
the lunar limb for five seconds before disappearance. This was his only reported
observation of projection.
In his textbook [1873a], completed in 1872, he provided four pieces of evidence to
prove that the Moon is destitute of any sensible atmosphere. His evidence included the
observation of occultations, during which he stated that the star disappears with
astonishing suddenness behind the limb of the Moon. He made no mention of reports
of projection.
In 1873, he published a paper [1873c] describing the phenomenon of projection,
reviewing the main explanations already put forward to explain it, and offering a new
explanation of his own. His explanation was based upon a supposed lunar atmosphere,
most dense around the limb, which refracted the light of the star just prior to it being
occulted. Plummer tested his theory by examining reported cases of maximum
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projection in the literature in the preceding 20 years; for each such case he evaluated
the lunar libration at the point of projection on the lunar limb. Not surprisingly this line
of analysis was totally inconclusive. He made no attempt to reconcile the explanation in
his paper with the description given in his textbook.
R A Proctor then engaged in correspondence with Plummer in the pages of MNRAS
[1873d, 1873e, 1873f] about the cause of projection. In his final contribution on the
subject, Plummer [1873e] appeared to indicate that the supposed lunar atmosphere
responsible for projection was in fact the Earth’s atmosphere extending tenuously to the
distance of the Moon. However, his text on this point was far from unambiguous and
he provided no further explanation of this hypothesis. Appendix 5.3 provides more
details.
5. Problems with the Orwell Park transit instrument
Plummer made literally thousands of transit measurements with the Orwell Park transit
instrument but appeared to experience considerable difficulties in so doing.
In 1878 he reported [1878c, 1878d] a cyclic variation in the errors of the transit
instrument. The amplitude of the errors was circa 10" in both azimuth and altitude.
Such a large error must have presented considerable operational difficulties. He
concluded that the cause of periodic variability in the errors was heat radiated from the
pier supporting the equatorial refractor. But this conclusion was based on evidence that
was tenuous and circumstantial at best. Alternative explanations were equally plausible.
For example, changes in climatic conditions might have affected moisture levels in the
ground around the foundations of the Observatory, making it hard in summer months
and spongy in winter months, causing a change to the angle and depth at which the
Observatory settled. However Plummer made no mention even of considering
alternative explanations. He also appeared to be unaware of the meeting of the Royal
Institution of British Architects on 16 November 1874 at which Wilfrid Airy, design
engineer for the Observatory, described how the transit telescope was supported by
large wrought-iron beams which could expand and contract due to variations in
temperature, altering the alignment of the transit instrument.
He used the transit instrument to estimate the longitude of the Observatory and
published [1879b] a final estimate 30".25 east of the accepted value (the Ordnance
Survey has adopted the current value of the longitude of Orwell Park Observatory,
namely 1° 13' 58" East, since at least 18383). It is likely that this discrepancy is due in
part to the large errors associated with the transit instrument.
In Plummer’s [1882b] annual report to the RAS for 1881, he appeared to conclude that
the transit instrument was unsuitable for demanding astronomical work. Unfortunately,
Plummer did not enlarge on the reasons for his conclusion. Appendix 11 provides more
details.
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Established by OASI member Paul Whiting with reference to an 1838 Ordinance Survey map of the region.
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6. Work to determine the accuracy of star catalogues
In 1876 Plummer [1876b] gave an initial report on a major piece of work that he had
commenced to investigate the accuracy of positional data in the BAC star catalogue.
Unfortunately, the paper was not up to his usual standard of clarity, and failed to
articulate clearly the approach that he adopted. In the paper he noted that he had
evidence that proper motions had varied during the previous century or so: Again, I do
not know that we have any right to assume that proper motion is in all cases constant
both in direction and amount during the long interval of 120 years which has elapsed
since Bradley’s observations, and indeed I believe that I have already discovered some
evidence to the contrary. Frustratingly, he did not reveal evidence of the supposed
variation in proper motions and there is no indication in the literature that he followed
up the matter!
His next reference [1877b] to work to investigate the accuracy of star catalogues was in
his annual report to the RAS for 1876: in this he reported investigating the proper
motions of 2028 stars and noted that data reduction was proceeding.
His final reference to the accuracy of star catalogues was in his annual report to the
RAS for 1878 [1879b] where he stated that he anticipated obtaining interesting results
bearing on proper motion.
Unfortunately, although Plummer undertook a lot of work, both theoretical and
observational, investigating the accuracy of star catalogues, he did not appear to
publish any definite results of his labours. Appendix 10 provides more details.
7. Miscellaneous proposals lacking credibility
Two of Plummer’s proposals which particularly lacked credibility were as follows:
 He reported [1874d] observations of repeated brilliant exhibitions of the zodiacal
light in the months leading up to November 1874. He expressed the belief that the
zodiacal light was subject to a previously unreported annual variability, but did not
appear to follow up this speculation with any further observations. Appendix 9
provides more details.
 His proposal [1876c] for a new nomenclature for stars and planetoids, although
logical, was inevitably doomed to failure and was not adopted by other astronomers.
It is doubtful that Plummer expected his proposals to be taken seriously! Appendix
15.1 provides more details.

--- To be continued ---
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